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LOVE AND CHARITY IN AQUINAS: A SELECTIVE SKETCH
The strategy of this inquiry into Thomistic charity will be as follows. Since Charity is a
species of love, examining Aquinas’s doctrine of love will immerse us into his Aristotelian
anthropology and help set the stage to attain better clarity on his doctrine of charity. It only
makes sense to understand the answer to the question “What is love?” before understanding
“What kind of love is charity?” After looking at several ways Aquinas defines love, we will
begin to grasp a much larger picture of his overall anthropology that assigns an interdependent
relationship between the intellect and will. Exploring the dynamics of love will underscore how
central love is to human nature in Thomistic anthropology—it is in fact the very principle of
human life and, in a certain sense, the very essence of the human soul. Next, when the role of
reason in love is considered we will see that reasoned love is the basis of free will in Aquinas.
Particular attention will be given to highlighting the tension between Aquinas’s apparent
acceptance of certain kinds of natural necessities and human freedom.
Cashing in on these anthropological insights from the first section, I will illumine several
corresponding aspects of Aquinas’s doctrine of charity. First, I will show that Aquinas’s maxim
that grace perfects nature is exemplified vividly in his doctrine of charity, since in loving God
our natural desire for happiness is fulfilled in such a way that happiness and God become the
subjective and objective ways of defining our last end. Second, I will explain how charity is the
mother of all virtues by being their efficient cause. Third, I will argue that in spite of the fact
that love is a passion, charity is ultimately a participation in divine charity. When Aquinas
argues that the imago Dei consists chiefly in the acts of knowing and loving, he is following his
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anthropological insight that the intellect and the will operate as one principle. Finally, just as
love as the proper act of the intelligent will is in a certain way the essence of the soul for
Aquinas, so in many ways we can see an almost dualistic priority given to the soul in charity.

Love as the Proper Act of the Intellective Will
Defining Love and Distinguishing Its Effects
It is difficult to aggregate together Aquinas’s insights about the nature of love in one
concise definition. Before attempting this, Aquinas’s different ways of describing the reality of
love should be explored individually. Vocabulary that is essential to understanding key aspects
of Aquinas’s doctrine of love (e.g. the good, the last end, the means, passion, apprehension, etc.)
will become progressively clear. For Aquinas love is an all-pervasive phenomenon so
mysterious and broad as to be the cause of everything a person does, says, thinks, or feels.
First, Aquinas believes love is a principle of volitional movement and rest, thus
distinguishing it from desire or delight, which he considers its effects.1 When the object of love
is not possessed, this causes the will’s locomotion towards the object (or towards union with the
object) with the intent of obtaining the object (or being united with it). This he calls desire. The
only reason for the will’s loving and therefore desiring some object is if the human intellect
perceives it as “good.” Aquinas’s definition of “the good” is correlative with desire: “For since
the good is what all seek, the notion of good is that which calms the desire. … good means that
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which simply pleases the appetite.” 2 When the object of love is possessed, the will (which
Aquinas defines as an appetite) is at rest and reposes in the good, and this he calls joy or delight.
Although when the younger Aquinas wrote the Scriptum, he tended to define love as
delight,3 the mature Aquinas does not want to reduce love to either desire or delight, but
maintains that love is a preceding principle that causes both, depending on whether the lover is
or is not united with the object loved. Although he allows for a certain linguistic flexibility in
speech, allowing for desire or delight to still be called “love,”4 they are only love considered
under a particular circumstance: love in pursuit of its object is desire (love pursuing) and love at
rest in its object is delight (love resting). These terms (desire and delight) are therefore still
understood as signifying love by capturing love’s acts or effects. But when it comes to proper
definitions, he defines love as “the first movement of the will and of every appetitive faculty”
regarding good apprehended universally by the intellect, whether this good is considered as
possessed or not.5
Aquinas allows that evil can in some sense be an object of the will, but it can only be so
indirectly as a consequence of the will’s appetite for the good.
Love is naturally the first act of the will and appetite; for which reason all the other appetite
movements presuppose love, as their root and origin. For nobody desires anything nor
rejoices in anything, except as a good that is loved: nor is anything an object of hate except
as opposed to the object of love. Similarly, it is clear that sorrow, and other things like to it,
must be referred to love as to their first principle.6
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Any negative stance the will takes toward something (e.g. sorrowing or hating) thus depends on
the will’s first act of love for the good. While evil is the object of the will only in this indirect
sense, the good is “essentially and especially the object of the will and the appetite,” and the two
chief effects of love are circumstantial and necessarily presuppose love as their principle: joy or
delight which apprehend good under the special condition of being present or possessed, and
desire or hope which apprehend good as being absent or not possessed.7
Second, as appears from Aquinas’s way of defining love, apprehension of any particular
good or goods as good depends logically upon a universal notion or apprehension of the good in
a similar way that all truth depends logically upon the law of non-contradiction. Although the
human has the habit of theoretical reasoning about propositions as true or false which Aquinas
calls the speculative intellect,8 the part of the intellect that apprehends good as good Aquinas
calls the practical intellect, and the habitus of the intellect whereby it apprehends the good as
good is called synderesis.9 Although one’s judgment can often be mistaken, one only needs to
apprehend something as a good in some way for it to become an object of love. “In order that the
will tend to anything, it is requisite not that this be good in very truth, but that it be apprehended
as good.”10 Apprehension of the intellect thus logically precedes love.
Third, love is a complacency (complacentia) or “pleasing assent” in “the good” and is
therefore also a passion because it consists in a certain change in the human appetite brought
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about by love’s object.11 Complacency in the good should not be confused with the calming of
desire (joy or delight), however, for it is rather the cause of both desire and delight.
The first change wrought in the appetite by the appetible object is called love, and is
nothing else than complacency in that object and from this complacency results a
movement towards that same object, and this movement is desire; and lastly, there is rest
which is joy. Since, therefore, love consists in a change wrought in the appetite by the
appetible object, it is evident that love is a passion.12
In this sense, the human will is passive in love (and love is therefore a passion) inasmuch as the
proper objects of the will in a certain way act upon and cause a change in the human appetite
known as the will. The change (called “love”) brought about by the appetible object is here
called complacency. It is important to recognize that Aquinas does not reserve the word passion
only for peculiarly intense movements of the soul, but any movement whatsoever brought about
when a power’s “object” becomes its “active principle” by being the reason or cause of its
movement.13 In the case of love, the power in consideration is the human will, which is an
appetite vulnerable to being moved by an object that the intellect apprehends as able to satisfy
the will’s appetite.14 This is why Aquinas will elsewhere also define love as “a certain adapting
of the appetitive power to some good” that is “suitable to it.”15 Crucial also to understanding
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Aquinas’s view of the passions is his distinction between the formal and material aspects of a
passion—the formal aspect is the immaterial movement of the soul in response to an object, and
the material aspect is the bodily effect that accompanies the immaterial movement.16 When
Aquinas says that passions belong to the “sensitive appetite,” he does not mean their specified
objects are sensual in nature17 but simply has in mind their material element as the corporeal
counterpart to the spiritual element.18
Fourth, since the will is the principle of movement for all other human powers, love as
the proper act of the will can be seen as the cause of all interior and exterior human acts.19
Aquinas distinguished between interior acts and exterior acts as between cause and effect, with
the exception of internal bodily acts such as the beating of the heart that pumps blood throughout
the body, which he considered wholly involuntary.20 Apart from certain interior acts of the
bodily organs, however, all human acts (both interior and exterior) are in some way voluntary—
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that is, they are moved or commanded by the human will.21 Concerning human actions that rise
above the level of mere instinct, “exterior action is the object of the will, inasmuch as [the
action] is proposed to the will by the reason, as a good apprehended” and the act’s execution “is
an effect of the will.”22 Inasmuch as potential actions (or courses of action) are proposed to the
will by the reason, they can themselves be objects of the will.23 The will must first desire the
act’s execution before it is executed, which presupposes love as the principle of all action.
In this sense, when Aquinas says the human will is the “efficient cause” of all exterior
acts,24 this is only because exterior actions are an object of love in some way. When Aquinas
takes for granted that the will is the mover and the human body is the thing moved,25 he
understands the movement as presupposing the proper act of the will—namely, love.26 In other
words, all human action is motivated by the will in some way that presupposes a desired goal,
object or end (even if it is as trite as getting out of bed, or as weighty as getting married). In the
moment of decision (where a human settles on a course of action) this object (the action) is
perceived as a good not yet attained, which moves the will to command action.27 But the actions
themselves are not the ultimate goal. Human actions are always a means to or for the sake of
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some end.28 But within such a teleological framework, first the object (in this case, action) acts
upon the will causing complacency; second the will desires the object as a good not obtained;
and third the will moves the human to action as a means for obtaining the end.
Once we understand this chain of causation in human action, we can make sense of
Aquinas’s often repeated temporal distinction—“the end [is] last in the order of execution, yet it
is first in the order of the agent’s intention. And it is in this way that it is a cause” of human
action.29 In other words, intention is temporally first while union is temporally last. First we
desire the object, then we are moved to obtain the object, last we obtain the object (union) and
we cease from desiring it. In this way, the desired object that acts upon the will and causes
human action is first intended to be obtained before it is obtained. Intention precedes and causes
union just as desire precedes and causes possession. Intention (caused by apprehension of a
good) and desire both “move” the agent to seek the loved object, and so can be considered
motive.30 Motive specifies the nature of an act and determines its species. “We call moral acts
generically good or evil by reason of their object. … And because an end is the first object of the
will, the internal act acquires its species from its end.” In other words: Motive defines action by
causing it. Without intention, there can be no motive for the motions of soul and body and no
direction towards which they move. Aquinas’s ubiquitous claim that all agents act for the sake
of some end simply makes human action intelligible.
Love not only causes all exterior action, but also all interior acts (excluding the acts of
certain bodily organs that are involuntary). The will “moves the intellect, and all the powers of
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the soul.”31 But the will’s proper act is love, so “there is no other passion of the soul that does
not presuppose love of some kind.”32
The reason [all passions presuppose love] is that every other passion of the soul implies
either movement towards something, or rest in something. … It is not possible for any other
passion of the soul to be universally the cause of every love.33
[Even] when a man loves a thing for the pleasure it affords, his love is indeed caused by
pleasure; but that very pleasure is caused, in its turn, by another preceding love; for none
takes pleasure save in that which is loved in some way.34
Desire, sadness and pleasure, and consequently all the other passions of the soul, result
from love. Wherefore every act that proceeds from any passion, proceeds also from love as
from a first cause.35
All the passions of the soul arise from one source, viz., love, wherein they are connected
with one another.36
Love causes all the deepest inner dynamics of a human being—desire, hope, fear, hatred,
jealousy, zeal, sadness or joy.37 Love “is the root and cause of every emotion,”38 for each
emotion is generated only in its relation to some good apprehended by the intellect.39
It might seem counterintuitive that hatred would be caused by love, its contrary. To
understand how Aquinas explains this we must first recall that a loved object acts upon the will.
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A prerequisite for an object’s ability to act upon the will in this way is for the object to have (or
appear to have) a certain “kinship or aptness to that thing.”40 The loved object must be perceived
not just as a good, but also a good “fitting” (conveniens) to the lover in particular (fitting to her
nature as a human, fitting to her character, fitting to her circumstances, etc.).41 One’s reason for
hating something is the same as one’s seeing that something as “unfitting,” or in some way in
“disagreement” with what one loves. To say it yet another way “it amounts to the same that one
love a certain thing, or that one hate its contrary,” and what is hated is only hated by reason of
what is loved.42 “Consequently love must needs precede hatred; and nothing is hated, save
through being contrary to a suitable thing which is loved.”43 In terms of the will’s motion, its
turning away from one term is caused by reason of its turning toward some other term.44
A similar explanation is used to describe all the other movements of the soul. They all
presuppose love as their cause.45 The intellect apprehends according to love and is directed to its
acts by the will’s love (we will examine this aspect of love more deeply in the next section).
Hope arises from love of a possible future good; fear arises from love of a good when its
attainment or possession is threatened in some way; anger arises from love of justice when it is
violated, etc.46 Since the interior acts of the soul are the cause of exterior human action, Aquinas
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concedes that love is the cause of all the lover does, as “Dionysius says (Div. Nom. iv.) … all
things, whatever they do they do for the love of good.”47 This point can also be seen from
Aquinas’s ubiquitous maxim that “every agent, of necessity, acts for an end,” since acting for the
sake of an end is the same as acting for the sake of an object of love.48 Acting for the sake of end
implies desire for that end, which presupposes love.
Fifth, the previous analysis shows that Aquinas’s understanding of love as the proper act
of the will makes human life thoroughly teleological. All actions are intended to accomplish
something. We cannot, however, stop our inquiry into the intelligibility of human acts merely at
proximate ends, but must inquire about why a certain set of proximate ends are themselves
desired. If a human is involved in a number of actions that have their own ends (e.g. going to
school in order get a degree, while raising children in order for them to be well mannered, while
working in order to provide for his family, etc.), we must ask why this group of penultimate ends
are desired (for what reason is the degree, well mannered children, and consistent provision for
the family desired?). If this group of penultimate goals (as opposed to some other group) has no
overarching purpose or order, the goals would be arbitrary and ultimately unintelligible, since
there is no reason for them. Whatever reason someone has for their particular set of goals in life,
it will indirectly reveal their apprehension of the point of their life.
For Aquinas, as for Aristotle, humans do not have the privilege of choosing their ultimate
end any more than they have the privilege of choosing their nature—their ultimate end is given
to them by God. This ultimate end is happiness. Although all people seek happiness as a part of
their human nature, different people seek to obtain it through different means. In this
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teleological schema, no human acts are intelligible apart from an understanding of their ultimate
intention, which is found in the will’s proper act, which is love.
Sixth, love is also defined as a certain “aptitude or proportion” to an end. Recall that
Aquinas used this language of “aptness” in his explanation of why hatred is caused by its
opposite, love. But Aquinas also uses this language to define love itself by arguing that love
implies a certain fittingness or proportion between the lover and the object loved.
In the order of execution, the first place belongs to that which takes place first in the thing
that tends to the end. Now it is evident that whatever tends to an end, has, in the first place,
an aptitude or proportion to that end, for nothing tends to a disproportionate end; secondly,
it is moved to that end; thirdly, it rests in the end, after having attained it. And this very
aptitude or proportion of the appetite to good is love, which is complacency in good.49
This leads nicely into the seventh point, which is Aquinas’s definition of love as a unitive
principle. Aquinas adapts Dionysius’s maxim that love is a “uniting and binding force,” but
distinguishes between the sort of union implied once the loved object is possessed (joy) and the
sort of union that precedes possession.50 The former he calls real union which is implied in joy
or delight, the latter he calls affective union, and consists in “an aptitude or proportion” to the
end that causes desire. But as we have seen, this aptitude or proportion is love. Sherwin calls
this “affective proportion.”51 Before the object is desired, the agent apprehends it as belonging
to her well-being, which is a kind of “apprehension of the oneness of the thing loved with the
lover.”52 The lover thereby “partakes” of the loved object by receiving its form in the
apprehension and finding complacency in it. The object thus indwells the lover’s affections.
This seems to imply that the very apprehension of the loved object causes pleasure in the one
who apprehends before it is possessed or desired, but Aquinas will not call it pleasure since he
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argues that “desire precedes pleasure.”53 Nevertheless, this complacency (although we cannot
call it pleasure) is also called affective union (“according to a bond of affection”) and is
“essentially love.” 54 This affective bond, if not the indwelling itself, causes the indwelling of a
loved object through the affections.55
As the appetitive power, the object loved is said to be in the lover, inasmuch as it is in his
affections, by a kind of complacency; causing him either to take pleasure in it, or in its
good, when present; or, in the absence of the object loved, by his longing … Complacency
in the beloved is rooted in the lover’s heart. For this reason we speak of love as being
intimate; and of the bowels of charity.56
Therefore, affective union (which Aquinas calls love) and the will’s complacency in the good
(which is also love), in addition to causing desire, also cause the object of affection to dwell in
the person via apprehension. In summary: love is the compatibility between an agent’s appetite
and the object of that appetite; this could also be called “affective union” which causes the
indwelling of the loved object in the lover; this complacency precedes and causes desire which
moves the agent toward possession of the object loved; it is therefore a unitive principle. Once
the object is possessed, the desire calms, the will reposes, and the soul delights—and this is the
perfection of love.
Love as The Principle of Human Life and Essence of the Soul
This summary of Aquinas’s doctrine of love demonstrates Aquinas’s Aristotelian
anthropology: he thinks of human nature largely in terms of a dialectic between the intellect and
the will. If a person’s will can only have as its proper object something it apprehends with the
intellect as a good, it would seem that the human will is structurally dependent upon the
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intellect’s apprehension. Likewise it would seem that if love—which is the proper act of the
human will—is the principle of all uniquely human acts—whether these acts be considered as
interior acts or exterior acts—then even the acts of the intellect (reflection, deliberation,
speculation, focus, contemplation) must necessarily be executed only at the command of the will
(what to reflect upon on, what to deliberate about, what is worth speculating about, what to turn
its attention to as a focus, which objects to contemplate and for how long and for what reason,
etc.). This might be considered as an anthropological irreducible complexity. By this I mean no
more than that the will and the intellect are mutually dependent and do not operate
autonomously, but rely on one another for their proper acts; one does not make sense without the
other.
Michael Sherwin has referred to this irreducible complexity in terms of priority: the
intellect has a structural priority over the will but the will has priority over the intellect in terms
of how it is exercised.57 As Sherwin notes, “the first innovation that St. Thomas introduces into
his [mature] account is to describe intellect and will as a single principle of action.”58 It must be
admitted, however, that Aquinas gleans this insight from Aristotle.59 Following Aristotle’s
maxim that “the will is in the reason,” the mature Aquinas defends the irreducible complexity of
human nature against those who would want to separate (rather than merely distinguish) the acts
of will and intellect:
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… they mutually include each other: intellect knows the will, and the will has appetite for
or loves what pertains to intellect.60
… they are distinct powers; … But as both are rooted in the same substance of the soul, and
since one is in a certain way the principle of the other, consequently what is in the will is, in
a certain way, also in the intellect.61
… the objects of the will fall under the intellect, and those of the intellect can fall under the
will.62
The affections of the soul are in the intellect… as the thing caused is in its principle.63
It is by virtue of the will that all action has intentionality, or to put it Aquinas’s way, all
actions have an end (or goal) in view. By the nature of the case, however, with any action we
can ask why the will is inclined to a particular goal such as taking a walk, graduating from
college, becoming a husband, or striving to be healthy. Whatever that goal is, we might likewise
ask why the will desires this goal as a goal, and so on indefinitely. Here Aquinas borrows again
from Aristotle, who argued that this chain of intentionality stops at happiness because once we
arrive at happiness as the end, it does not make sense to expect an answer for why we desire to
be happy, as if happiness were chosen for the sake of something else.64 So strongly does
Aquinas believe this, he calls it a “natural necessity” that the will should adhere to happiness,
which he then calls “the last end” after Aristotle.65
If the intellect’s act is caused by the will, but the will could only execute such an act with
the intention of obtaining an apprehended good, we have the circularity problem of the chicken
and the egg: which comes first logically? Aquinas will not allow for circularity here, insisting
instead (as did Aristotle) between the acts of the intellect and the intellect’s “first act,” which is
60
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caused by human nature itself. He makes the same distinction with the human will’s “first act”
which is owing to the “instigation of nature,” which, as Sherwin notes, is ultimately a way of
viewing God as the “higher cause” and creator of human nature.66
Now that we have established that the will and the intellect are two faculties acting as a
single principle of action, we might ask whether Aquinas thinks that the human soul is the same
as this principle, since he says these are “rooted in the same substance of the soul.” Aquinas
refused to separate the human soul from corporeality, viewing the latter instead as the “mode” of
the former by which it exists (he gets this too from Aristotle). Aquinas’s account of creation
culminates in his treatment of the human as a composite, for he starts by considering the creation
of spiritual and corporeal realities (e.g. the angelic realm and the cosmos), concluding that man is
a microcosm of all creation containing both realities (spiritual and corporeal) in one composite.
A standard praise of Aquinas’s anthropology regards his viewing the human person as a
composite of the spiritual and the corporeal (rather than “essentially” a soul or “essentially” a
body).67 Aquinas’s view avoids two extremes: thinking of the human body as merely accidental
to the soul (the Cartesian error of Dualism) or reducing the human to mere physical processes
(the materialist error known as Physicalism).68 This point should not obscure the fact, however,
that Aquinas did not thereby refrain from critically distinguishing these two aspects of the human
person. On the contrary, they are related in Aquinas as cause and effect. Furthermore, Aquinas
is not actually interested in an account of human nature generically, but as Pasnau points out,
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“the nature of human beings with reference to the soul.”69 Aquinas’s account of human nature is
unintelligible apart from a crucial distinction between the body and soul. Not only this, but
Aquinas gives primacy to the human soul in his account of human nature, going as far as to say
that although human beings are a composite, they are primarily soul.70
Given the complexity of our human nature and the limitations of human knowing,
however, Aquinas hesitates to reduce the human soul to intellect and will. He thinks we cannot
fully know the essence of a human soul (or essences in general for that matter). The best we can
do is take note of its capacities. We frequently make use of something’s “leading capacities” as
our best shot at understanding its “essence.”71 The unique capacity of the human is reason, and
reason and will have a certain functional dependence upon one another, as we have seen.
However, thinking of the human soul as this principle is the closest we can come to grasping the
essence of the human soul.
Although Aquinas will not equate the human intellective will with the human soul, we
should take note of just how close Aquinas comes to doing this, for he considers all souls as
principles of movement and, life as the principle of self-movement. Speaking of life, Aquinas
says:
The name [life] is given from a certain external appearance, namely, self-movement, yet not
precisely to signify this, but rather a substance to which self-movement and the application
of itself to any kind of operation, belong naturally. To live, accordingly, is nothing else
than to exist in this or that nature; and life signifies this, though in the abstract, just as the
word running denotes to run in the abstract.72
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To live, then, means to exist in this or that nature so as to have self-movement “so far as it
operates of itself and not as moved by another.”73 Now movement can result from natural
instinct, which is found in both animals and humans, or from reason, which is unique to humans.
In either case, however, love is the cause of all actions. In the case of instinct, we are moved by
our nature in the first act of the intellect and will—which naturally desires to be happy and
naturally tends toward objects as apprehended under the notion of the good—and this is caused
by the creator of our nature, namely, God.74 In the case of uniquely human movement that
results from reason, however, our actions flow not from the first acts of intellect and will, but
from the irreducible dialectic between these two faculties. In this sense we might speak of an
instinctive love pre-wired in humans on the one hand, and a reasoned love that results from the
dialectic between the faculties of intellect and will. Therefore, we are not far off to say that for
Aquinas, in being the principle of human self-movement love is the principle of life, and in being
the proper act of the intellective will (which term fuses the human soul’s two leading capacities)
love is the closest thing to the essence of the human soul.
Reasoned Love as the Basis of Human Liberum Arbitrium
If our foregoing analysis is sound, it can be said further that Aquinas’s reasoned love
provides the basis for his argument that humans possess liberum arbitrium (free will). Although
love is so inclusive as to be the cause of all human acts and emotions, Aquinas’s liberum
arbitrium (free will) is only inclusive of all human motions or acts that flow from reason. As
Eleonore Stump recognizes, liberum arbitrium in Aquinas cannot be reduced to the property of
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the will only, but is an exercise of will and reason, putting them together with Aristotle’s term
“intellective appetite.”75
We have free-will with respect to what we will not of necessity, nor by natural instinct. For
our will to be happy does not appertain to free-will, but to natural instinct. Hence other
animals, that are moved to act by natural instinct, are not said to be moved by free-will.76
Some things act without judgment; as a stone moves downwards; and in like manner all
things which lack knowledge. And some act from judgment, but not a free judgment; as
brute animals. … But man acts from judgment, because by his apprehensive power he
judges that something should be avoided or sought. But because this judgment, in the case
of some particular act is not from a natural instinct, but from some act of comparison in the
reason, therefore he acts from free judgment and retains the power of being inclined to
various things. … And forasmuch as man is rational is it necessary that man have a free
will.77
Human nature has been predetermined to desire happiness instinctively, and inasmuch as this
desire is caused by the intellects apprehension it presupposes love as the principle of movement;
yet it is also part of the very fabric of uniquely human nature to have the capacity to judge for
itself (before choosing) the merits of two opposite courses of action based on how they fit more
or less fully with the universal concept of “the good.” In this paradoxical way, human beings are
predetermined to be self-determined by their very nature. Ironically, they have no choice but to
be free.
But this raises the problem of interior determinism.78 Since the will is naturally inclined
toward the good, does it not seem that “when reason presents a good the will would seem
constrained to will it?”79 Aquinas grants that the will necessarily wills certain things, and calls
this “the necessity of natural inclination” owing to nature, distinguishing this from the “necessity
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of force” owing to external constraints that cause something to act contrary to its natural
inclination.80 This admission does not amount to a concession that all people choose whatever
they choose of necessity, for this necessary inclination is for two things only: the last end
(happiness) and all that is perceived as a necessary means to that end. Happiness can be called
the ultimate end, and all other ends are proximate. These two necessary inclinations, however,
are only the foundations of human free choice, and of themselves do not necessitate any choice
of a particular good whatsoever; they simply spell out the necessary preconditions of any
particular choice given human nature.
“The will always naturally wills good in general, but not necessarily this or that particular
good.”81 Choice does not regard the last end, which is good absolutely and willed by natural
necessity, but the means, which can always be considered under the aspect of both good and evil
and are therefore not apprehended as good absolutely (i.e. potentially not good in some respect).
In other words, with respect to any particular good—which is a means to the absolute and perfect
good of happiness—it is possible to not will or not choose this good by considering some way in
which it is not absolutely good, for only “the perfect good, which is Happiness” cannot be
apprehended by the reason as evil, or as lacking in any way.”82 Unlike the conclusions of
deductive reasoning which follow of necessity so long as the premises are sound, because choice
regards objects which can potentially be considered good in some respect but also bad in some
other respect, they do not follow of absolute necessity. Even objects that are necessary means to
the end (e.g. to be and to know) can potentially not be seen or apprehended as such.83
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Thomas still entertains one last objection to his understanding of freedom. If whatever
appears to the intellect as holding “first place” between competing goods in such a way that the
intellect cannot find any reason for considering the others as better, it would appear “impossible
to choose any of the others,” in which case it would seem that all such choices are necessary and
not free.84 Aquinas virtually grants this objection by stating that it is only a conditional necessity
and not an absolute necessity. Here Aquinas is building on his many distinctions of necessity in
which a conditional necessity is only necessary by adding some supposition from which a certain
conclusions follows logically, such as “a grain of millet would [necessarily] be everywhere,
supposing that no other body existed.”85 Admitting to this kind of necessity does not bother
Thomas. It works something like this: supposing that a man trying to visit his next-door
neighbor two blocks to the west is given two choices—1) find the nearest airport to the east with
the longest possible flight eastward where he can then catch another plane east again (and so on)
until he arrives at the closest airport to his neighbor’s house (having gone virtually all the way
around the world) where he can rent a car and drive to his neighbor’s house or 2) walk west two
blocks. Aquinas would have no difficulty in conceding that, given the nature of the human
intellect (and no other practically relevant suppositions being allowed), it would be impossible
for the human who has weighed these two options and perceives the latter as more advantageous
to his goal to then choose otherwise. Such a concession does not establish that humans are not
free, but that humans are human.86 This is important for understanding how Aquinas can believe
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that once we possess the beatific vision of God, we cannot not habitually love him above all
else.87 God is “irresistibly attractive,” yet we choose him freely out of reasoned love.88
This conception of human freedom leads Aquinas to give a complex account of the
interplay between the intellect and the will that is anything but mechanical.89 First, he locates
free will in human choice (electio), which refers to an act of the will “ordered to reason.”90 The
will’s choice is always based on reason’s role of discerning which is the greater good among
goods, which depends logically upon which good is apprehended as more useful to the last end.
Second, “the will has a role in shaping the judgment of reason.”91 The intellect naturally
apprehends the universal good but its act of identifying any particular good as good Sherwin
calls the act of “specification.”92 Also crucial to understanding this last point is the reflexive
ability belonging to reason. Reason can reflect on itself and judge about its own judgments.
Likewise, because reason is in the will, it is important to also remember that for Aquinas the will
can also perceive its own willing through the intellects apprehension. Thus the intelligent will
can scrutinize itself and specify its own improvement an object of love—in other words, the
reason can present the will’s act as itself a good (e.g. “It is a greater good that I should will x
than y” or “It is a greater good that my reason should always take divine things into account in
such and such a way before making a decision”).
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The will is not deterministically mechanical, then, passively following the intellect’s first
apprehension or reason’s first judgment, but has the ability to direct reason’s consideration
further in unpredictable directions before finally committing to some particular good. This is an
incredible influence the will has over reason’s final judgment. Aquinas even goes so far as to
say that while happiness cannot not be willed as an end, at a particular time the will can so direct
the intellect’s considerations as to cease from considering happiness.93 Aquinas attributes three
causes that determine whether the intellect perceives a particular good as good in its act of
specification: 1) the objective goodness of the object itself, 2) the reason’s fixation on one
particular aspect over another owing to the will’s ability to direct the intellect’s consideration,
and 3) a person’s character (as shaped by a their dispositions to habitually perceive something in
one way rather than another).94 The will functions to its highest capacity when it capitalizes on
its ability to move the intellect to “consider all the relevant features” of some good; this is the
will’s ability to act “according to right reason.”95
From this it is easy to see how a perverse will might decisively control how one
apprehends and judges among particular goods. The tendencies of reason’s considerations can
decisively effect which good is chosen, but these tendencies are established by the will’s
execution. This is why Aquinas does not locate the liberum arbitrium in reason, but in the will.
Nevertheless, it is precisely the participation of the will in reason that makes human will free to
choose between contraries. Without abandoning his understanding of reason being “in the will”
and the two operating as one principle, he continues to distinguish between their roles. Only
when the will commands the reason to cease from its consideration and settle on a particular
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good does the person arrive at some choice. This ceasing from deliberation is itself a judgment
that a particular action “has nothing further of practical importance.”96 He defines choice as “the
final acceptance of something to be carried out,” which goes beyond the human conscience (that
knows right and wrong) and applies all relevant apprehended knowledge to the command of the
human’s peculiar affections.97
Aquinas affirms that humans have the ability to make free choices, but still believes in
certain kinds of necessity given human nature, and the compatibility between these kinds of
necessity, free choice, and human culpability. Eleonore Stump argues that Aquinas does not
believe liberum arbitrium to be identical or even essential to human freedom, for he still holds
morally responsible agents who are “unable to do otherwise” on a given occasion because of
some passion that prevents a person from the conscious deliberation of electio.98 Furthermore,
the intellect by its very nature always chooses whatever it apprehends as a superior good with
respect to all other options. Thus, on the supposition that the intellect sees no alternative capable
of competing with the superior good (whether this be a course of action or an object of
contemplation), the person will always choose whatever is apprehended as the superior good and
cannot do otherwise. The point, as Stump points out, is not that Aquinas wants us to see that we
are not ultimately free; the point is that our freedom is compatible with this sort of necessity, a
position Aquinas has received from St. Augustine. Such necessity touches at the very heart of
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freedom itself—our decisions are not determined from some exterior cause as in coercion, but
have their determination within, which is to be self-determinative. In this way, determination
and human freedom are compatible. Whether someone can do otherwise is not the point for
Aquinas, but merely an “associated accident” or non-essential property that often accompanies
human freedom.99
Stump’s conclusions about how to categorize Aquinas’s view of human freedom are
stated with a degree of humble uncertainty. She admits her own difficulty in categorizing his
views: “What exactly to call Aquinas’s position is not clear.”100 Nonetheless, since Aquinas did
not believe in the compatibility between total causal determinism and human freedom, she
concludes that he held an “incompatibilist theory of free will” which was “a species of
libertarianism.”101 Yet if compatibilism in theology (as opposed to philosophy) has to do
precisely with the happy compatibility between free will and God’s providence or sovereignty,
this categorization may obscure more than it reveals. Because God authored our human nature
by his providence, Aquinas wants to show that internal determination (whether this be
understood in purely natural terms or in view of God’s efficacious grace) and human freedom are
compatible. Perhaps Stump’s categorization fails to understand Aquinas chiefly in terms of his
theological project rather than his anthropological philosophy.102 His compatibilism is shaped
most ultimately by his theology, namely, to justify culpability in light of certain forms of
necessity or determination, especially considering the hopelessness of humanity apart from
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grace,103 the necessity of grace for salvation, and the infallibility and efficacy of grace for the
predestined. Aquinas’s view of freedom is “compatible” with forms of natural necessity owing
to God’s creation of our nature,104 but also with supernatural necessity owing to God’s new
creation.
For those are led [by the Holy Spirit] are moved by a higher instinct. Hence we say that
animals do not act but are led, because they are moved to perform their actions by nature
and not from their own impulse. Similarly, the spiritual man is inclined to do something
not as though by a movement of his own will chiefly, but by the prompting of the Holy
Spirit … However, this does not mean that spiritual men do not act through will and free
choice, because the Holy Spirit causes the very movement of the will and of free choice in
them, as it says in Phil (2:13): “God is at work in you both to will and to work.”105
Reasoned love is the basis of human freedom because all decisions are made between two
or more options with respect to which is most useful to the end of happiness. Yet ultimately for
Aquinas, even if a person’s love fails to participate fully in human reason (i.e. fails to deliberate
over options in order to make a decision sufficiently informed by reason), human culpability is
not thereby nullified. Humans have the ability to use their reason (whether they choose to or
not), and thus make decisions freely rather than acting on pure instinct.106 Furthermore, freedom
of decision is also compatible with self-determination which involves a certain necessity owing
to nature: by nature we always will to be happy as our last end and will always freely choose
only what we apprehend as the greatest good at any particular time given the particular
circumstances. Nature is the context of freedom. Underlying human freedom and human acts as
103
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the very principle of human life is the will’s proper act of love, which can be both instinctive and
also reasoned, the latter decisively executing the direction of the intellect’s considerations of and
among options as among means to an end. When a human is moved by love to make a free
decision, it is the result of human judgment made in “the comparison of reason.”107 As can be
seen with Aquinas’s psychology of human love, human movement is in fact determined,
sometimes from human nature alone (natural love) but more characteristically from interior
principles unique to the human (reasoned love), but never ultimately from mere coercion or
compulsion (even if one’s options are severely limited by external constraint).

Charity as a Kind of Love
Charity as Grace Perfecting Nature
So far we have only been considering Aquinas’s anthropology, which carefully considers
human nature apart from grace. When we make the shift to understanding his teaching of charity,
we do not leave his anthropology behind; we “elevate” it. Inasmuch as charity elevates human
love, it goes beyond man’s natural capacities apart from grace. Inasmuch as charity elevates
human love, charity remains a species of human love. One of the great maxims of Aquinas’s
theology is that “Grace does not destroy nature, but perfects it,”108 and when it comes to
Aquinas’s doctrine of charity, grace fulfills, heals, elevates, and perfects human love. For this
reason we have already come a long way in understanding Aquinas’s doctrine of charity, since
charity is a species of human love. Grace elevates that principle from which all a person’s
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interior and exterior acts flow; that proper act of the will that results (at least in this life) in desire
inasmuch as the object of love is absent, and in delight inasmuch as the object of love is present.
To be more specific, Aquinas’s doctrine of love helps clarify how human nature is “fitted”
to God in its natural instinct to be happy, for “nothing natural can be vain: everything natural is
made to attain its end.”109 As we have already noted, Aquinas believes that all people desire
happiness by nature as their end. But this desire for happiness is insufficient for the actual
attainment thereof, as Aquinas explains:
Consequently, to desire happiness is nothing else than to desire that one’s will be satisfied.
And this everyone desires. Secondly we may speak of Happiness according to its specific
notion, as to that in which it consists. And thus all do not know Happiness; because they
know not in what thing the general notion of happiness is found. And consequently, in this
respect, not all desire it.110
Although man by nature seeks happiness, human nature unaided by grace will never attain to the
perfect good in which human happiness consists. Cajetan’s maxim that desire for God as end “is
only natural to the supernaturalized man” forces us to see that humanity only desires God
implicitly in the natural desire for happiness: explicit desire for God as last end is not natural.
Yet neither is it opposed to nature; rather, it is “supernatural.”111 Thus, for the attainment of the
end man needs the supernatural grace of charity—love for God as last end. Because God
contains all goodness within himself (including all created goodness), he is the supreme
appetible object once acutely apprehended through a breakthrough of illumination.
It must be argued that if the grace of charity (seeking God as last end) causes humans to
no longer seek happiness as their last end, it would appear to follow that grace does indeed
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destroy human nature rather than fulfilling it. But it should be clear from Aquinas’s words above
that this is not the case; these are not two ends, but one.
Our end is twofold. First, there is the thing itself which we desire to attain: thus for the
miser, the end is money. Secondly there is the attainment or possession, the use or
enjoyment of the thing desired; thus we may say that the end of the miser is the possession
of money; and the end of the intemperate man is to enjoy something pleasurable. In the
first sense, then, man’s last end is the uncreated good, namely God, Who alone by His
infinite goodness can perfectly satisfy man’s will. But in the second way, man’s last end is
something created, existing in him, and this is nothing else than the attainment or
enjoyment of the last end. Now the last end is called happiness. If, therefore, we consider
man’s happiness in its cause or object, then it is something uncreated; but if we consider it
as to the very essence of happiness, then it is created.112
Seeking happiness as one’s last end is only truly fulfilled when one seeks that in which happiness
consists perfectly, which is God. This is why Torrell is so bold as to claim “Thomas proposes a
life program under the aegis of self-fulfillment, since the creature finds itself in finding its
end.”113 The fact that in the fervor of charity this self-fulfilling, nature-fulfilling, and happinesscompleting love ultimately leads a person “to expose himself to the danger of martyrdom, or to
renounce his possessions, or to undertake any arduous work,” should not at all surprise us; nor
should we seek to lessen its self-fulfilling nature in order to emphasize its self-sacrificing otheroriented nature.114 If one can find her own ultimate happiness and self-fulfillment only by being
other-oriented and self-sacrificing, these two need not oppose each other, for they are just as
complementary as nature and grace.115
Many have argued (and continue to argue) that this Augustinian view of love that
Aquinas develops and refines ultimately makes God and love of neighbor a means to our own
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happiness, and seems to thereby make charity self-serving as if it makes God simply a means to
our selfish desire for happiness.116 While it is possible to misunderstand Augustine in this way
since he was not as exceptionally perspicuous as Aquinas,117 the Doctor Angelicus escapes this
criticism in crucial ways. Most important for the accusation to stick, Aquinas would have to
view happiness and God as two distinct ends, God as the penultimate end and happiness as the
ultimate end. Aquinas’s position does not fit this criterion, since he unites these two—happiness
and God—as both our last and ultimate end only seen from two different angels. For Aquinas
our one last end is nevertheless twofold; seen from the subjective angle it is something created
(i.e. human happiness) and seen from the objective angle118 it is something uncreated (i.e.
God).119 Additionally, due attention to Aquinas’s understanding of friendship and his definition
of “the good” demonstrates that one’s happiness in friendship becomes contingent on the
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happiness of the other.120 Every love (not just charity) involves an extasis in which a person
goes outside of herself (as it were) toward the object of love.121
Charity as The Efficient Cause of All Virtues
If human love is a unitive principle,122 it is easy to see why Aquinas would argue that
charity is the chief virtue, mother of all virtues, “included in the definition of every virtue,” and
the “form” of all virtues.123 Virtues already presuppose some end because they are concerned
with attaining an end through means, but only desire (caused by love) moves the human person
through means toward some end not already possessed. Desire is the effect of love. Therefore,
love of the last end is the cause of all human virtues even apart from grace when happiness is the
ambiguous last end. In charity, love of God as last end causes all virtues to be commanded by
charity as the best means to attaining God as last end. The whole intention of all virtue becomes
to do charity’s bidding. Sherwin argues that “charity is the form of the virtues by being the
efficient cause.”124 This is why all true virtue (as distinguished from imperfect virtue that does
not have God as end) presupposes charity as their mother virtue and why “no strictly true virtue
is possible without charity.”125 “Although virtues have their own elicited acts, they only generate
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acts when commanded by charity” and “only exist as commanded by charity.”126 Aquinas’s
theological virtues are simply love and love’s effects when God is loved as last end. Since love
is of a good apprehended by the intellect, faith is the theological virtue that apprehends the object
of charity (God) with the human intellect and in this way has a structural priority over love.
Faith gives birth to desire for God, which is the theological virtue of hope.
Charity as a Participation in God
Charity is a passion, but God is impassible (i.e. has no passions), so how can one opine of
a charity (love of God as last end that perfectly fulfills human desire for happiness) that is in any
way an imitation of God or a participation in God? It seems here that a number of Aquinas’s
admirers (especially Protestant admirers)127 take issue with Aquinas and reject the doctrine of
impassibility. How can charity which supposedly makes a person godly and gives rise to all
manner of godliness at the same time not exist in God? This is a mistake, however, for Aquinas
does in fact hold that love exists in God, he only claims that since God fully possesses all
goodness in himself, he lacks no goodness to desire. There is no object of love outside of God
that is able to act upon his will and effect desire. “Will in us belongs to the appetitive part,
which, although named from appetite, has not for its only act the seeking what it does not
possess; but also the loving and delighting in what it does possess. In this respect will is said to
be in God.”128 Here is a beautiful example of Aquinas’s analogical approach to theology: he
argues that if God knows he has an intellect; if he has intellect he must also have will (remember
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these two are irreducibly complex); but love is the proper act of the will—therefore love exists in
God.129
If charity exists in God yet by his essence he already has perfect possession of infinite
goodness, beatitude belongs to God especially and “to the highest degree.”130 For Aquinas God
possess all goodness by his very essence, whereas any goodness possessed by a creature is
possessed accidentally (in the Aristotelian sense) and by a certain participation of God’s
goodness.131 Whatever charity or happiness belongs to a creature, then, belongs to the creature
only by participation in God’s own charity and happiness. Since the intellect’s apprehension of
goodness precedes and causes happiness and God is immaterial, apprehension of God and his
supreme goodness depend on divine illumination by grace. God causes his goodness to dwell in
the affections through the intellects apprehension of his goodness. “Now this increase of the
intellectual powers is called the illumination of the intellect … By this light the blessed are made
deiform—that is like to God.”132 “To St. Thomas the communication of and sharing in God’s
own happiness is the very foundation of charity.” 133 The foundation of friendship with God (one
of Aquinas’s Aristotelian categories that he thinks captures the dynamics of the mutual love
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between God and humans in charity) is a certain communication of goodness (communicatio)
that causes a certain likeness (similitude) in the one who has charity and participates in divine
charity.134
This also explains why happiness is “obtained only through imitation” of God “in whose
likeness we are made,” for seeking happiness and God as our singular and ultimate last end is
nothing less than an imitation of God whose own goodness is his own end and whose happiness
is most complete.135 The more complete our own happiness, the more godlike we become and
the more we “participate” in God. Seen from this angle, the restoration of the imago Dei is in
direct proportion to our participation in the divine nature and in particular the divine
happiness.136 This is why a morality of happiness is at the same time a “morality of divinization”
that Aquinas appropriates from the Fathers of the East.137 Furthermore, the divine indwelling is
explained in Aquinas (as we have already shown) as a phenomenon that occurs when the object
loved “dwells” in the apprehensive power in the same way that objects of love dwell in the
apprehensive power in general. However, we have already seen that the intellect that apprehends
and the will that takes delight operate as one principle. Aquinas therefore argues that “because
the Holy Ghost is Love, the soul is assimilated to the Holy Ghost by the gift of charity” not
“according to every and any kind of intellectual perfection, but according to the intellectual
illumination, which breaks forth into the affection of love.”138 The names given by Aquinas to
this knowledge according to which the human is made Godlike are therefore designed to
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underscore its affective component—experiential knowledge, wisdom, or better yet: “sweet
knowledge [sapida scientia].”139
Understanding Aquinas’s anthropology, specifically his emphasis on the interplay
between the intellect and will in love, also helps us to see why Aquinas argues on the one hand
that eternal life (which he equates with both happiness and knowing God)140 consists in an act of
the intellect, and on the other that it consists in “the repose and perfect pacification of the
intelligence and the will.”141
The essence of happiness consists in an act of the intellect: but the delight that results from
happiness pertains to the will. In this sense Augustine says (Conf. x. 23) that happiness is
joy in truth, because, to wit, joy itself is the consummation of happiness.142
The Priority of the Soul in Charity
Charity unites us with God, but charity is a kind of love that must be distinguished from
the human body in Aquinas. Love is an act of the soul that causes all other acts of the soul
(interior acts) and the body (exterior acts). Although Aquinas works hard to fully integrate the
human body and the human soul since they are inseparable to human nature, at certain places he
leaves no question about the importance of the soul in comparison to the importance of the
human body. I will mention but a few examples. First, charity is defined as a movement of the
soul, as Augustine taught “By charity I mean the movement of the soul towards the enjoyment of
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God for His own sake.”143 Therefore, Aquinas will often speak of “the affection of charity” and
distinguish it from its exterior “effects.”144 Secondly, as a good not yet obtained we “get nigh to
God …not by steps of the body but by the affections of the soul” generated by charity.145 Third,
Aquinas also defines charity as a “participation of the infinite charity which is the Holy Ghost,”
an immaterial reality with no body.146 Fourth, human bodies are “unable to enjoy God by
knowing and loving Him,” but are a means to attaining this knowing and loving.147
Fifth, the prioritization of charity’s objects relativizes the importance of the corporeal.148
Recall that for Aquinas humans are primarily soul.149 In his examination of charity, Aquinas
considers in what senses a person can love themselves and their neighbor. This triggers him
(when pressed by objections) to define the “self” and the “neighbor.” His answers are incredibly
revealing about the role of the human soul in his anthropology. He argues that although in
substance man is both body and soul, in another sense “the rational soul is the predominant part
of man, while the sensitive and corporeal nature takes the second place.”150 He even
distinguishes between the “good man” and “the wicked man” as between the one who
understands himself to be primarily soul versus the one who understands himself to be primarily
corporeal.151 Furthermore, Aquinas adopts Augustine’s order of charity in which the self and the
body have different priorities as objects of love, which implies again that the “self” here does not
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include the human body and is more important than the human body.152 We are supposed to love
“ourselves” (read: our souls) more than our neighbor, but our neighbor more than our own
body.153 Although these remarks in Aquinas appear prima facie to betray his view of the human
as a composite, when he explicitly entertains this objection he argues that a view of the human
being as a composite does not rule out all dualistic distinctions when the human is considered
“according to preeminence [principalitatem].”154
Finally, the imago Dei consists primarily in human understanding breaking forth into
love in the human soul, and secondarily in other acts of the soul.155
First and chiefly, the image of the Trinity is to be found in the acts of the soul, that is,
inasmuch as from the knowledge which we possess, by actual thought we form an internal
word; and thence break forth into love. But, since the principles of acts are the habits and
powers, and everything exists virtually in its principle, therefore, secondarily and
consequently, the image of the Trinity may be considered as existing in the powers, and still
more in the habits, forasmuch as the acts virtually exist therein.156
God is one in nature and three in persons.157 The imago Dei in humans represents both aspects
of God in a way corresponding to Aquinas’s distinction between nature and grace. The divine
nature consists in intellect and will.158 In this sense, the imago Dei is in all humans because they
possess an aptitude to know and love God by virtue of the intellective will.159 The divine Trinity
consist in the three persons which are only distinguished in terms of relationships of origin—
from the Father proceeds understanding in the Word and mutual Love proceeds from both, which
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is the Holy Spirit.160 That which approaches most near to the representation of the divine Trinity
is the actual knowledge and love of God; the more perfect this knowledge and love, the more
perfect representation of the imago Dei shines forth.161 It is clear that Aquinas does not say the
image consists in love only, but in knowledge and love, because he is staying consistent with his
understanding of charity as love—that is, he is keeping in harmony the two aspects of the human
soul that operate in an irreducible complexity, the intellect and the will which operate as one
principle.162 Yet the most perfect representation of the imago Dei is found only when the soul
attains to the perfect vision of God and the will is thereby perfectly satisfied.163 This is
glorification and deification at its apex: beatitude; happiness; charity made perfect by the soul’s
cleaving to God perfectly. In these ways and more, we see how the soul is central to Aquinas’s
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understanding of charity, godliness, virtue, goodness, and therefore his overall anthropology and
theology.164
Conclusion
We have come full circle in Aquinas’s thought from love as being the proper act of the
human will that nevertheless presumes the apprehension of the intellect of some good, to the
perfect pacification of both human faculties in our finite attainment of God’s infinite goodness
through grace infused charity. There is a certain symmetry in Aquinas’s anthropology and
theology here, since it only makes sense that if the will and the intellect which operate as one
principle are the essence of the human soul (in which human nature consists primarily), the
human end would somehow consist in the perfection of the intellective appetite by obtaining the
object that most satisfies it as an appetite. It is also most appropriate to Aquinas’s anthropology
that as creatures made in the imago Dei humans imitate God most fully in that immaterial part of
their nature (the human soul), since participation in the divine nature is participation in
something immaterial.
Furthermore, we must consider that for Aquinas love is the greatest commandment and
all virtue and obedience consist in charity. Pursuit of happiness is often mistaken as something
fundamentally selfish and wholly distinct from obedience. But in Aquinas’s doctrine of charity,
it only makes sense that humans most imitate God by imitating his intelligent love, yet Aquinas
considers God’s own happiness as love delighting. Therefore, imitating and participating in the
divine happiness of eternal joy and delight is what human love does when it is perfected. This is
why charity cannot be understood apart from happiness, for perfect happiness, delight, and joy
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Another fascinating and pregnant ontological claim Aquinas makes is that the body should not be
thought of as containing the soul; on the contrary, “the soul contains the body,” for “spiritual things contain those
thing in which they are.” ST I.8.1.ad.2.
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are Aquinas’s words for perfected charity in humans, a finite participation in God’s perfect
charity.
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